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Remember seeing the picture of Tupac Shakur, late west coast rap icon, in his ‘Thug Life’ cap.
We see another west coast rap legend, Mack 10 sporting his ‘Thug Life’ gear.

  

Thug Life Clothing is still going strong and their catalog is getting bigger. West coast rap artist
and member of Westside Connection Mack 10 is an official model for Thug Life Clothing, Inc.
That should tell you, as they say this is ‘The official product for real players’. Being confident in
himself, makes Mack 10 a perfect ‘model’ for the clothing line. A long time player in the rap
game, Mack 10 is highly respected and loved by his worldwide solid fan base.

  

In the past we have seen many hip-hop and rap artist representing Thug Life Clothing, some
are Samir, MC Eiht, The Outlawz, and of course Mack 10.

  

In the wake of every hip-hop and rap entrepreneur and or artist, from hip-hop’s ‘Sean John’,
Shady and Phat Farm to rap’s G-Unit and State Property and others; it seems everyone has a
clothing line. But few have been so recognized and represent such a large part of the hip-hop
culture as Thug Life Clothing.

  

Highly visible thru artists like Mack 10 and Samir, Thug Life Clothing is worn by many hip-hop
and rap artist, and Thug Life Clothing also have a boxing line of apparel.

  

From football, baseball and basketball jerseys to tee shirts to sweats and hats; Thug Life
Clothing’s catalog is growing and also is the appeal for their line. From jeans to athletic suits to
hoodies, if you wear it they have it – and it is Thug Life.

  

Check out their web site and view their recent catalog. Their site offers, along with their product
catalog; thug videos, thug forums, and thug live chat and some good pic’s of west coast legend
– Mack 10.

  

A lot of you have asked where to get Thug Life clothing, now you know. Check them out and
support this well-known clothing line. 
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Check out their site HERE .
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http://www.thuglife.com/

